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OUR FIRST
FIFTY YEARS
IN 2021 CAMI GROUP CELEBRATES 
THE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
OF ITS FOUNDATION

"Ours is an entirely Italian story made of tradition, ideas, know-how 
and values. It is the result of an intuition carried out with passion and tenacious 
dedication. An intuition so strong that spanned generations and historical 
and economic eras very different from each other. We can proudly say 
that this story today is a source of great satisfaction for all of us.
CAMI marks half a century. And like all great business stories 
it started from the bottom up, in 1971, thanks to the sacrifices 
of our family and the foresight of our father, Sergio. The fifty years that 
have brought us this far, and which make us look to the future with confidence, 
are due not only to the success of its human and entrepreneurial history, 
but also to its commitment to always investing in innovation and new technologies, 
and to continuously creating extraordinary relationships of esteem 
with the entire market. 
We have taken up his leadership and want to lead CAMI into the next fifty years 
of innovation. The road is marked out by the future itself,
we will travel it together with you.

Franco, Giorgio and Paolo Maritan
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FROM SERVICE 
TO SOLUTION

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CAMI GROUP, 
SINGLE PROFESSIONAL IN HYDRAULICS

It is the division specialising in the 
repair, maintenance and sale of 
hydraulic pumps and motors. 
This is our historic core business, the 
one for which we have always been 
recognised and appreciated. Thanks 
to our service, we are a concrete and 
reliable point of reference in the 
industry.

The new technical core of the 
company. This division specialises 
in the design and manufacture 
of hydraulic systems, both for the 
revamping and the customisation 
of new systems with an eye to Industry 
4.0. It is the CAMI tradition that 
evolves into innovation.

CAMI GROUP 
BECOMES 
A SINGLE 
AND COMPLETE 
PROFESSIONAL 
FOR ALL YOUR 
HYDRAULIC PROJECTS.

Hydraulics is one of the flagships of the Made in Italy. The craftsmanship tradition of 
Italian companies is recognised all over the world thanks to the small but important 
production companies in our country that have been able to spread this know-how 
worldwide. Since its foundation, we at CAMI have contributed to this success by 
earning a high reputation as a centre specialising in the repair, maintenance and 
sale of hydraulic pumps and motors. A point of reference in the country and for 
many industries.
But the future, as you know, never stops and today, in order to provide complete and 
fast solutions, we have expanded our identity by organising CAMI Group into two 
internal divisions to offer new all-around services: CAMI Service and CAMI Solution.
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1971: THE BEGINNING 
OF OUR 
STORY

CAMI CENTRO ASSISTENZA MACCHINE INDUSTRIALI 
WAS FOUNDED IN 1971 IN RUBANO, IN THE PROVINCE OF PADUA, 
SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR AND SALE OF 
OF HYDRAULIC PUMPS AND MOTORS. 

Our story is first and foremost that of its founder, Sergio Maritan, who in the early 
1970s, with foresight and entrepreneurial intuition, succeeded in expanding the 
company on the national market. CAMI was soon appreciated for its craftsmanship 
combined with technical know-how, which was already cutting-edge for its time. 
In a short time, Maritan was able to lay the foundations for the company's exponential 
growth in Italy and abroad: investing more and more in modern, environmentally 
friendly technology and equipment, and focusing on the professional and human 
value of its employees. The evolution is picked up and carried on by the second 
Maritan generation, which has made CAMI a dynamic and flexible group able 
to offer a qualified and impeccable service all over the world.

GIORGIO, FRANCO 
AND PAOLO MARITAN 
JOINED THE COMPANY

SERGIO MARITAN FOUNDED CAMI

THE COMPANY ACQUIRED THE NEW 
AUTOMATED WAREHOUSES

THE SECOND OPERATIONAL UNIT 
OPENED

CAMI.IT 
ONLINE FOR THE FIRST TIME

NEW TEST BENCH WITH A POWER 
OUTPUT OF 770 KW

CAMI BECAME AUTHORISED MOOG 
DISTRIBUTOR2014

CAMI BECAME BOSCH REXROTH 
CERTIFIED EXCELLENCE PARTNER2018

CAMI SERVICE AND 
CAMI SOLUTION WERE ESTABLISHED2020

CAMI OBTAINED THE CERTIFICATION 
AS PARKER PUMP SERVICE CENTRE

2021

2005
2007

1998

2000

1980s
1990s 

1980

1971

CAMI OBTAINED THE ISO 9001 
CERTIFICATION1995
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A PROMISE 
OF VALUE

OUR MISSION IS OUR VISION

What we do every day has one major objective: to always - and better - respond 
to the needs of our customers. Those who turn to us know that they can count 
on one of the longest-established companies in the hydraulics industry in Italy and 
therefore on experience honed over time. We return value to this trust with the  
CAMI Service and the CAMI Solution divisions, through which we offer a global, 
cutting-edge, , comprehensive service as never before.
We are entering the era of IoT and Industry 4.0. Here, passion, craftsmanship and 
attention to detail are transformed into  power, technology and efficiency for 
innovative hydraulic systems. 
We at CAMI are building our future and the future of the industry, integrating 
the design and manufacture of customised systems into the processes. 
as well as developing diagnostics from a digital perspective. 
Because the best way to predict the future is to create it.
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THE FUTURE 
PUTS DOWN 
ROOTS
HOW WE GROW OUR TOMORROW

Without people we would just be a company.
And yet the competence, professionalism, cooperative spirit and continuous 
commitment of all our people make CAMI a close-knit and cohesive group. 
When you share the same values, you create strong relationships and overcome 
any challenge. We believe in human value as the engine that drives our present 
and above all our future, which is why we constantly support it by promoting 
trainings, sharing the culture of health and safety at work, creating a real sense 
of generational belonging.

We create a sustainable business.
Our growth cannot be separated from that of the territory and the planet in which 
we live. Environmental protection and energy saving are the main principles 
we adopt every day in our organisational development. 
Many of our control processes are dedicated to limiting consumption 
and preventing pollution; with the same expertise and attention we offer 
our customers solutions that optimise waste and environmental impact. 
A commitment compatible with our history and our worldview.
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SERVICES, 
CERTIFICATIONS 
AND PARTNERS 
ALL STAND FOR CAMI QUALITY

To be competitive, history is not enough. For years at CAMI, we have maintained very 
high standards of customer service, efficiency and accurate internal organisation 
thanks to a company policy made up of precise actions.

Since 1995 we have adopted a DNV-GL ISO 9001 certified Quality Management 
System for the overhaul and marketing of hydraulic drive components for industry  
and shipbuilding.
In addition, we produce customer-specific product dossiers and document dossiers, 
we provide product compliance with applicable regulations (e.g. Declaration 
of Incorporation for partly completed machinery), and we guarantee material 
certifications.
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BOSCH REXROTH
CAMI is a Service Partner of the Bosch Rexroth brand, the world leader in hydraulic components and systems for industrial and 
mobile applications. In 2018 we became Certified Excellence Service Partner, an accolade of absolute value for competent advice, 
after-sales support and, above all, quality repairs on Bosch Rexroth pumps and motors to the same standards of excellence as 
the parent company.

MOOG
CAMI is an Authorized Distributor of Moog products, a world leader in providing high performance 
motion control solutions and specializing in the design, manufacture and marketing of innovative solutions for industrial 
automation. We are also a repair centre for RKPII pumps.

KRAL

Together with Kral, a company that develops and manufactures screw pumps and flow measurement technology, CAMI offers 
customers the best route available on the market according to their specific needs. CAMI is also a repair centre and reseller of 
Kral screw pumps.

PARKER

CAMI is a Parker-recognised Pump Service Centre for repairs and service on Parker products. This link guarantees customers 
efficiency and precision for their needs in all respects.

LINDE

The partnership with Linde Hydraulics as a Service and Sales Partner allows us to work together with an important technology 
partner for the entire plant engineering and construction world, in order to offer increasingly advanced solutions.

OUR LONG HISTORY AND THE VALUES WE CONVEY TO THE MARKET HAVE ENABLED US TO 
NETWORK WITH IMPORTANT GLOBAL SUPPLIERS WHO HAVE BECOME ESSENTIAL PARTNERS IN 
MEETING COMMON CHALLENGES. HERE THEY ARE.

OUR PARTNERS, 
WITNESSES  
TO OUR RELIABILITY
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cami.it

CAMI SERVICE SPA
Via Pitagora 1
35030 Rubano (PD) • ITALY
Phone +39 049 8971511

CAMI SOLUTION SRL
Via Pitagora 23/A
35030 Rubano (PD) • ITALY
Phone +39 049 7852720

cami@cami.it


